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History

Many American states enacted divorce 

legislation in the 1700’s-each state was 

different-however most were during the 

1780’s and 1790’s…after we gained our 

Independence 
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� Connecticut-grounds for divorce

� California-grounds for divorce

� Connecticut-grounds for divorce

� California-grounds for divorce

Connecticut Divorce Rules and 

Regulations:

Connecticut Divorce Rules and 

Regulations:

�Most liberal state at the timeMost liberal state at the timeMost liberal state at the timeMost liberal state at the time

�Could only get divorce on grounds of:Could only get divorce on grounds of:Could only get divorce on grounds of:Could only get divorce on grounds of:

�AdulteryAdulteryAdulteryAdultery

�Desertion for 3 yearsDesertion for 3 yearsDesertion for 3 yearsDesertion for 3 years

�Prolonged absence with presumption of Prolonged absence with presumption of Prolonged absence with presumption of Prolonged absence with presumption of 

deathdeathdeathdeath

�1843: Habitual drunkenness and intolerable 1843: Habitual drunkenness and intolerable 1843: Habitual drunkenness and intolerable 1843: Habitual drunkenness and intolerable 

cruelty were added to legislationcruelty were added to legislationcruelty were added to legislationcruelty were added to legislation

�1849: Divorce granted on account of:1849: Divorce granted on account of:1849: Divorce granted on account of:1849: Divorce granted on account of:

�Life ImprisonmentLife ImprisonmentLife ImprisonmentLife Imprisonment

�Infamous CrimeInfamous CrimeInfamous CrimeInfamous Crime

�Misconduct Misconduct Misconduct Misconduct 

California had highest 

divorce rate in the 

world during the Gold 

Rush

California had highest 

divorce rate in the 

world during the Gold 

Rush

� “Naturally looked upon with 

favor and granted”

� 1851grounds for divorce 

� “Naturally looked upon with 

favor and granted”

� 1851grounds for divorce 

Fault/No FaultFault/No Fault

“Marriage can end whether 

divorce is possible or not - but 

divorce makes it possible to 

remarry”

Fault based divorceeFault based divorcee

� Grounds were adultery, extreme 

cruelty, willful desertion, 

willful neglect, habitual 

intemperance, conviction of a 

felony and incurable insanity

� Grounds were adultery, extreme 

cruelty, willful desertion, 

willful neglect, habitual 

intemperance, conviction of a 

felony and incurable insanity
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No-Fault DivorceNo-Fault Divorce
� California 1969

� Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family 
Law Act which was the first noLaw Act which was the first noLaw Act which was the first noLaw Act which was the first no----fault fault fault fault 
divorce law. This started the “divorce divorce law. This started the “divorce divorce law. This started the “divorce divorce law. This started the “divorce 
law revolution”law revolution”law revolution”law revolution”

� California 1969
� Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family Gov. Ronald Reagan signed the Family 

Law Act which was the first noLaw Act which was the first noLaw Act which was the first noLaw Act which was the first no----fault fault fault fault 
divorce law. This started the “divorce divorce law. This started the “divorce divorce law. This started the “divorce divorce law. This started the “divorce 
law revolution”law revolution”law revolution”law revolution”

–1985: 18 states enacted no1985: 18 states enacted no1985: 18 states enacted no1985: 18 states enacted no----fault fault fault fault 

divorce laws. Of those:divorce laws. Of those:divorce laws. Of those:divorce laws. Of those:

•14 states made marital breakdown a 14 states made marital breakdown a 14 states made marital breakdown a 14 states made marital breakdown a 

reason for divorcereason for divorcereason for divorcereason for divorce

•3 made “incompatibility” a reason for 3 made “incompatibility” a reason for 3 made “incompatibility” a reason for 3 made “incompatibility” a reason for 

divorcedivorcedivorcedivorce

–22 added the no22 added the no22 added the no22 added the no----fault standard of fault standard of fault standard of fault standard of 

“marital breakdown” to already “marital breakdown” to already “marital breakdown” to already “marital breakdown” to already 

existing faultexisting faultexisting faultexisting fault----based lawsbased lawsbased lawsbased laws

•NoNoNoNo----Fault divorce was conceived as a way to make Fault divorce was conceived as a way to make Fault divorce was conceived as a way to make Fault divorce was conceived as a way to make 

divorce less hostile and restrictivedivorce less hostile and restrictivedivorce less hostile and restrictivedivorce less hostile and restrictive

Contested/UncontestedContested/Uncontested

� An uncontested divorce is when 
both parties in an ending 
relationship reach a mutual accord 
about the disposition of property, 
finances, children, and other often 
contentious issues.

� Contested divorce is a situation in 
which an agreement can not be 
reached on every issue and the 
couples have to take the issue to the 
judge.
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Simplified DivorceSimplified Divorce

� This kind of divorce is also known as 
summary divorce. 

� Simplified divorces are uncontested, 
no - fault divorces where there is no 
conflict between the spouses. 

� Usually these kinds of divorces are 
taken when the marriage is short and 
when there are no children. 

� This type of divorce is less expensive 
and less stressful.
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Default DivorceDefault Divorce

� Default divorce is like all the other 

divorces but the proceedings of this 

divorce are very different

� If a respondent does not sign 

divorce papers or respond to 

petitioner in a given time period a 

‘Default’ divorce is granted

� Includes a lot of paper work and can 

be a very lengthy process
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petitioner in a given time period a 

‘Default’ divorce is granted

� Includes a lot of paper work and can 

be a very lengthy process

Missing Spouse DivorceMissing Spouse Divorce

� This divorce involves a procedure in 
which the person seeking a divorce 
does not know about the 
whereabouts of their spouse. 

� If you do not know where spouse is 
at the present time, then you can file 
for this divorce.

� You can use this divorce even if your 
wife or husband in residing in a 
different state.
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different state.

Limited DivorceLimited Divorce

� Limited divorce is very similar to 
legal separation. 

� This kind of divorce is used by those 
couples who wish to end their 
marriage but do not have grounds 
for an absolute divorce. 

� People who want to settle their 
finances and other issues before 
separating can use this kind of 
divorce
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Absolute DivorceAbsolute Divorce

� Absolute divorce is the legal 

end of a marriage and it ends all 

legal bonds between two 

people in regards to being a 

couple. 

� The reasons needed for this 

divorce are different in 

different states.

� Absolute divorce is the legal 

end of a marriage and it ends all 

legal bonds between two 
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couple. 

� The reasons needed for this 

divorce are different in 

different states.

Collaborative DivorceCollaborative Divorce

� Collaborative divorce 

encourages divorcing couples 

to part in a more dignified 

manner. 

� In this divorce you can take the 

help of financial specialists and 

divorce coaches.
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Divorce StatisticsDivorce Statistics

� It is estimated that between 40 
percent and 50 percent of first 
marriages end in divorce in the 
United States.

� Second marriages fail at a rate 
of 60-67 percent

� Third marriages fail at a rate of 
73-74 percent
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Divorce StatisticsDivorce Statistics

� Divorce statistics indicate that about one-

fourth of adults in the United States have 

been divorced at least once in their 

lifetime.

� Rates decreased in the 1980’s and 1990’s, 

however couples are still facing a 50% 

chance of getting a divorce-

� Do you think it’s because marriage rates are 

going down?

� Divorce statistics indicate that about one-

fourth of adults in the United States have 

been divorced at least once in their 

lifetime.

� Rates decreased in the 1980’s and 1990’s, 

however couples are still facing a 50% 

chance of getting a divorce-

� Do you think it’s because marriage rates are 

going down?

Twentieth CenturyTwentieth CenturyTwentieth CenturyTwentieth CenturyTwentieth CenturyTwentieth CenturyTwentieth CenturyTwentieth Century

� 1958: 2.1 per thousand1958: 2.1 per thousand1958: 2.1 per thousand1958: 2.1 per thousand

� 1968: 2.9 per thousand1968: 2.9 per thousand1968: 2.9 per thousand1968: 2.9 per thousand

� 1979: 5.3 per thousand1979: 5.3 per thousand1979: 5.3 per thousand1979: 5.3 per thousand

� 1958: 2.1 per thousand1958: 2.1 per thousand1958: 2.1 per thousand1958: 2.1 per thousand

� 1968: 2.9 per thousand1968: 2.9 per thousand1968: 2.9 per thousand1968: 2.9 per thousand

� 1979: 5.3 per thousand1979: 5.3 per thousand1979: 5.3 per thousand1979: 5.3 per thousand

3 possible factors to explain 3 possible factors to explain 3 possible factors to explain 3 possible factors to explain 

increase:increase:increase:increase:

•Easier access to divorceEasier access to divorceEasier access to divorceEasier access to divorce

•Women now had full time jobsWomen now had full time jobsWomen now had full time jobsWomen now had full time jobs

•Change in social valuesChange in social valuesChange in social valuesChange in social values

•http://www.library.ca.gov/crb/98/04/state

ground.pdf

http://www.library.ca.gov/

crb/98/04/divorcerate.pdf
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Divorce Statistics cont.Divorce Statistics cont.

� There were approximately 2,230,000 

marriages in 2005 -- down from 

2,279,000 the previous year, despite 

a total population increase of 2.9 

million over the same period.

� The divorce ratedivorce ratedivorce ratedivorce rate in 2005 (per 1,000 

people) was 3.6 -- the lowest rate lowest rate lowest rate lowest rate 

since 1970since 1970since 1970since 1970, and down from 4.2 in 

2000 and from 4.7 in 1990

� There were approximately 2,230,000 

marriages in 2005 -- down from 

2,279,000 the previous year, despite 

a total population increase of 2.9 

million over the same period.

� The divorce ratedivorce ratedivorce ratedivorce rate in 2005 (per 1,000 

people) was 3.6 -- the lowest rate lowest rate lowest rate lowest rate 

since 1970since 1970since 1970since 1970, and down from 4.2 in 

2000 and from 4.7 in 1990

Divorce Rate Reasons

� The divorce rate has been climbing 
in every industrialized country in 
the world. There are two 
significant factors affecting the 
rising divorce rate in the United 
States and elsewhere: 

� (1) men and women are less in need of 
each other for economic survival, 
and 

� (2) gains made in birth control allow 
men and women to separate sexual 
activity from having children. 

More Reasons For Changes In 

Divorce Rates:

- Decrease in marriage

-Economy

-More women breaking out of the 

‘Homemaker’ role

-Divorces are becoming easier to 

obtain

-Religion
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Change in Economy Affecting 

Rate of Divorce

In a poor economy divorce rates rise

This is could  be because couples 

cannot afford to get divorced. 

(Can’t sell the house, can’t afford 

to have a single income, etc.)

In a good economy divorce rates rise

Couples can afford to divorce, 

better chance of selling house, 

income not as big of an issue

http://www.ksl.com/index.php?sid=6913166

Cost of Divorce

$$$

Cost of Divorce

$$$

Average cost of divorce 

in the United States is:

$15,000

Average cost of divorce 

in the United States is:

$15,000
In Utah, as of May 12, 2009, the 

court filing fee for a divorce 

case is $310

Problems That Lead To 

Divorce

Problems That Lead To 

Divorce

� Miscommunication

� Marital conflict

� Destructive arguing

• These 3 lead to…

• Loss of love

• Loss of sexual attraction

• Loss of friendship

• Loss of trust

• Loss of commitment

� Miscommunication

� Marital conflict

� Destructive arguing

• These 3 lead to…

• Loss of love

• Loss of sexual attraction

• Loss of friendship

• Loss of trust

• Loss of commitment

Risk Factors of DivorceRisk Factors of Divorce
� Depression - more frequent in women

� Child misconduct
� “There is a high correlation between family and 

disruption and the rate of crime and juvenile 

delinquency.” 

(http://www.library.ca.gov/crb/98/04/stateground

.pdf)

� Anxiety

� Depression

� Poor physical health

� Depression - more frequent in women

� Child misconduct
� “There is a high correlation between family and 

disruption and the rate of crime and juvenile 

delinquency.” 

(http://www.library.ca.gov/crb/98/04/stateground

.pdf)

� Anxiety

� Depression

� Poor physical health

Now We’re Divorced…..Now We’re Divorced…..
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AnnulmentAnnulment

� AnnulmentAnnulmentAnnulmentAnnulment is a legal procedure 

for declaring a marriage null 

and void

� Unlike divorce it is retroactive: 

an annulled marriage is 

considered never to have 

existed
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and void
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considered never to have 
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AnnulmentAnnulment

� Legal decree that the marriage 

was invalid

� One spouse is already married

� Related to each other

� Underage and did not attain 

appropriate parental consent

� Legal decree that the marriage 

was invalid

� One spouse is already married

� Related to each other

� Underage and did not attain 

appropriate parental consent

AnnulmentAnnulment

� Most common ground to an 

annulment is fraud, when one spouse 

never disclosed information 

previous to marriage

� Criminal record

� Infectious disease

� Inability to have children

� No desire to have children

� Most common ground to an 

annulment is fraud, when one spouse 

never disclosed information 

previous to marriage

� Criminal record

� Infectious disease

� Inability to have children

� No desire to have children

PreNuptial Agreement  

� an agreement made between a 

couple before marriage relating 

to the arrangement of financial 

matters and division of property in 

the event of their divorce

� Two types:

� Prenuptial Agreement: couples about 

to be married

� Cohabitation Agreement: unmarried 

couples

PrenupsPrenups

� Assets owned previous to 

marriage are protected, remain 

sole possession of that party

� When there is no agreement 

made then the two parties 

involved must come to an 

agreement regarding their 

belongings and other assets

� Assets owned previous to 

marriage are protected, remain 

sole possession of that party

� When there is no agreement 

made then the two parties 

involved must come to an 

agreement regarding their 

belongings and other assets

Prenups cont.

http://video.yahoo.com/watch/56
7598?fr=yvmtf
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AlimonyAlimony

� History of Alimony

� Guidelines in receiving it

� How is it determined

� How long does one receive it

� History of Alimony

� Guidelines in receiving it

� How is it determined

� How long does one receive it

History of 

Alimony
The origins of alimony, as we know it 

in the United States, can be traced 

back to the ecclesiastical courts in 

England. Because the husband was 

the property owner, and the wife 

depended upon him to provide for her 

sustenance, the English 

ecclesiastical courts consistently 

ruled that the husband had the duty 

to provide for the wife after 

divorce.

How is alimony 

determined

The financial condition of the parties

The nature and value of their respective 

property

The contribution of each to any property 

held by them as tenants by the entirety

The duration of the marriage

The husband's income, his earning capacity, 

his age, health, and ability to labor

The wife's age, health, station, and ability to 

earn a living.

How long does one receive 

alimony?

-The length of the marriage

-Sometimes it can be awarded in one 

lump-sum

-Not often, but it has occurred, the 

spouse can be awarded lifetime 

alimony

Human Capital 

Investment

Human Capital 

Investment

What is Human Capital?What is Human Capital?

� A person’s worth

� A person’s earning capacity

� A person’s worth

� A person’s earning capacity
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Human Capital as 

Marriage Property?

Human Capital as 

Marriage Property?
� Some courts have ruled a 

professional degree is not marital 
property because it is non-
transferable

� Some courts have found a degree to 
be marital property

� Many of the concerns over the rules 
for division of human capital assets, 
arise from the possibility of 
strategic divorce

� Some courts have ruled a 
professional degree is not marital 
property because it is non-
transferable

� Some courts have found a degree to 
be marital property

� Many of the concerns over the rules 
for division of human capital assets, 
arise from the possibility of 
strategic divorce

How to distribute a 

degree considered to be 

marital property

How to distribute a 

degree considered to be 

marital property

� Awarding the spouse their actual 
cash contribution

� Adding a return based on the 
passbook savings rate

� Awarding the wife something less 
than 40 percent of the estimated 
present value of the portion of 
the husband's earnings 
attributable to the degree

� Awarding the spouse their actual 
cash contribution

� Adding a return based on the 
passbook savings rate

� Awarding the wife something less 
than 40 percent of the estimated 
present value of the portion of 
the husband's earnings 
attributable to the degree

Measuring ContributionMeasuring Contribution

� Typically the court measures by the 
supporting spouse's contribution 
less their estimated consumption

� Estimated consumption is usually taken 
to be total household spending less 
tuition and other school-related 
spending, all divided by two

� Typically, dollar costs of schooling, 
rather than opportunity costs, are 
measured

� Typically, home production by the 
supporting spouse is not counted as 
part of her contribution

� Typically the court measures by the 
supporting spouse's contribution 
less their estimated consumption

� Estimated consumption is usually taken 
to be total household spending less 
tuition and other school-related 
spending, all divided by two

� Typically, dollar costs of schooling, 
rather than opportunity costs, are 
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� Typically, home production by the 
supporting spouse is not counted as 
part of her contribution

ExampleExample

A couple decides to invest in one 

spouse receiving a medical degree:

A couple decides to invest in one 

spouse receiving a medical degree:

Cost of 

Education:
-Tuition

-Living expenses

-Loss of income

Benefits of Spouse 

contributing to 

education costs

Benefits of Spouse 

contributing to 

education costs

• Reduces the amount of loans 

needed

• Reduces interest rates and 

interest payments

• Increased income following 

completion 

• Reduces the amount of loans 

needed

• Reduces interest rates and 

interest payments

• Increased income following 

completion 

Strategic Divorce?Strategic Divorce?

• Many of the concerns over the rules 
for division of human capital assets, 
arise from the possibility of 
strategic divorce

• One spouse (investing spouse) 
intending to divorce once the 
investment is complete without the 
other spouse’s (supporting spouse) 
knowledge

• Many of the concerns over the rules 
for division of human capital assets, 
arise from the possibility of 
strategic divorce

• One spouse (investing spouse) 
intending to divorce once the 
investment is complete without the 
other spouse’s (supporting spouse) 
knowledge
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Divorce Policies in UtahDivorce Policies in Utah

� Residency requirements

� Waiting periods

� Mediation

� Requirements is children are 

involved (Divorce Education Class)

� Online Court Assistance Program

� Residency requirements

� Waiting periods

� Mediation

� Requirements is children are 

involved (Divorce Education Class)

� Online Court Assistance Program

Residency RequirementsResidency Requirements
http://www.standardlegal.com/STATE_DIVORCE_CHAR

T.html
http://www.standardlegal.com/STATE_DIVORCE_CHAR

T.html

• 3 months in Utah - to compare with other 

states:

•Alabama: filing spouse must be a 

resident for 6 months prior to 

filing

•Arizona: 90 days

•California: 6 months in the state, 3 

months in the county

•Iowa: 1 year

� Kansas: 60 days

� Maryland: No waiting period

� Michigan: 180 days in the state, 10 days in the 

county

� Kansas: 60 days

� Maryland: No waiting period

� Michigan: 180 days in the state, 10 days in the 

county

Residency Requirements 

cont.
Waiting periodsWaiting periods

� Utah has a 90 day waiting period 

for divorce to become finalized 
(Section 30-3-18 of the Utah Code)

� The waiting period can be waived 

in certain circumstances

� Utah has a 90 day waiting period 

for divorce to become finalized 
(Section 30-3-18 of the Utah Code)

� The waiting period can be waived 

in certain circumstances

- Wait ninety (90) days from the date you file 

for divorce before the court will grant 

the divorce

- This waiting period is a cooling-off period 

designed to help you and your spouse think 

about whether you can reconcile your 

differences and remain married

- The waiting period does not apply if you 

and your spouse attend the Divorce 

Education For Parents course

- If you have participated in a court-ordered 

mediation program, the waiting period does 

not apply

Section 30-3-18 

of the Utah Code
-In all other cases, you must wait the obligatory 

ninety (90) days unless the court determines that 

there is a good cause for not requiring a waiting 

period

-Waiting period can be waived in the case of abuse

-Judges are often willing to waive the waiting 

period if you can demonstrate that there is no 

hope of reconciliation

-if you have participated in marriage counseling

-been living separately for longer than ninety (90) 

days

-both agree in writing to waive the waiting period

In cases where the waiting period is waived, it is 

best to expect the divorce to take at least thirty 

(30) days to finalize
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Mediation

Disclaimer: 

This video may be offensive 

to some, please feel free 

to step out

http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=jLWTFhiqYog&f

eature=related

MediationMediation

� Neutral third party to facilitate a 

productive environment for client 

self-determination to resolve 

disputes, conflicts while staying 

outside of the courthouse

� Often times in a contested divorce, 

the courts will require mediation 

prior to litigation (exception is 

abusive relationships)

� Neutral third party to facilitate a 

productive environment for client 

self-determination to resolve 

disputes, conflicts while staying 

outside of the courthouse

� Often times in a contested divorce, 

the courts will require mediation 

prior to litigation (exception is 

abusive relationships)

Benefits of MediationBenefits of Mediation
� Less expensive

� More informal

� Not based on settling any particular 
case, but to make progress helping 
both parties understand the points 
and concerns of the other party and 
then helping them to be able to 
rationally come up with good 
possible ideas about a solution

� Often keeps the relationship 
amicable

� Doesn’t always work, but it better 
than going straight to litigation

� Less expensive

� More informal

� Not based on settling any particular 
case, but to make progress helping 
both parties understand the points 
and concerns of the other party and 
then helping them to be able to 
rationally come up with good 
possible ideas about a solution

� Often keeps the relationship 
amicable

� Doesn’t always work, but it better 
than going straight to litigation

Divorce Education 

Class

Divorce Education 

Class
� In Utah, if children are involved, parents 

are REQUIRED to take the Divorce 
Education Class before the divorce can be 
finalized

� Required ONLY for all parents or legal 
guardians of children under the age of 18 
who file for divorce in the state of Utah

� Cost: $35.00 per person

� If you live in an area where an on-site class 
isn’t available within 60 miles, you may 
satisfy the divorce orientation and 
education requirements by viewing a 
recording of each class

� In Utah, if children are involved, parents 
are REQUIRED to take the Divorce 
Education Class before the divorce can be 
finalized

� Required ONLY for all parents or legal 
guardians of children under the age of 18 
who file for divorce in the state of Utah

� Cost: $35.00 per person

� If you live in an area where an on-site class 
isn’t available within 60 miles, you may 
satisfy the divorce orientation and 
education requirements by viewing a 
recording of each class

Goals of Divorce Education 

Class
1.Give parents information which will help them support 

their children's emotional well-being both during the 

divorce process and later as a divorced family.

2.Create a better understanding of how and why 

conflict between parents creates stress for children 

whether children are exposed to that conflict in an 

intact family or in a divorced family. The class will 

encourage greater effort by both parents to decrease 

the conflict their children are exposed to.

3.Encourage parents to cooperate with each other in 

co-parenting their children if possible. If that is not 

possible, then parents are encouraged to engage in 

"parallel parenting.”

4.Encourage parents to understand that, in most cases, 

children need continued and meaningful relationships 

with bothbothbothboth parents if it is safe to do so

There is also a Divorce Orientation 

Class for parents considering 

divorce:

-Educate parents about the divorce 

process, including the various legal 

alternatives to resolve differences

-Educate parents about reasonable 

alternatives to divorce

-Educate parents about the long term 

effects of divorce on family members.
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Online Court 

Assistance Program 

(Utah)

Online Court 

Assistance Program 

(Utah)

Requirements:

• You and your spouse have no 

more than six children

• You and your spouse's combined 

income is less than $10,100 per 

month 

• Costs an additional $20

Requirements:

• You and your spouse have no 

more than six children

• You and your spouse's combined 

income is less than $10,100 per 

month 

• Costs an additional $20

Government 

Encouraging Marriage

Government 

Encouraging Marriage

� Healthy Marriage Initiative� Healthy Marriage Initiative

To help couples, who have chosen 

marriage for themselves, gain greater 

access to marriage education services, on 

a voluntary basis, where they can acquire 

the skills and knowledge necessary to 

form and sustain a healthy marriage.

GoalsGoals

� Increase the percentage of children 
who are raised by two parents in a 
healthy marriage

� Increase the percentage of married 
couples who are in healthy 
marriages

� Increase the percentage of 
premarital couples who are equipped 
with the skills and knowledge 
necessary to form and sustain a 
healthy marriage.

� Increase the percentage of children 
who are raised by two parents in a 
healthy marriage

� Increase the percentage of married 
couples who are in healthy 
marriages

� Increase the percentage of 
premarital couples who are equipped 
with the skills and knowledge 
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PREP is one of the most comprehensive 

and well respected divorcee 

prevention/marriage enhancing 

programs in the world. PREP is a skills 

and principles-building curriculum 

designed to help partners say what they 

need to say, get to the heart of 

problems, and increase their 

connection with each other.

PREP cont.PREP cont.
� 6 2-hour sessions/lectures that are 

presented as education - not as 
counseling or therapy

� Core Themes

� Danger signs of future problems

� Gender Differences

� Value of structure in promoting safety

� Speaker/Listening Techniques

� Problem Solving

� Handling Conflict

� Forgiveness

� Commitment

� How to preserve and enhance fun, friendship, 
and sensuality
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• Assigned Readings
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PREP cont.PREP cont.

� PREP also teaches about 

destructiveness of “negative 

interpretations.” Participants are 

taught to recognize danger signs of 

marital failure

� Used around the world - Australia, 

Holland, Germany (PREP is an option 

for pre-marital counseling in the 

Catholic Church)
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change or give up his job after most 
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wives’ labor force participation on 
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paid employment, specialization is 

reduced and the gains in the 

marriage must decline.
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2001 South Study2001 South Study
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married couples surveyed by the 

Panel Study of Income Dynamics 

between 1969 and 1993 on the 

effects of a wife’s employment 
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Economic Well-being of 

Spouses

Economic Well-being of 

Spouses

• Divorced men and women are more likely to 

default on their debt obligations than 

married households

• After divorce, households often turn to 

government    assistance
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Balance Sheet

� Marital Balance Sheet (MBS): is a 

term that refers to a single 

listing of all assets and debts of 

an entity and embodies and basic 

accounting premise: “assets minus 

liabilities equals equity” 

Socioeconomic Status Post 

Divorce
� AgreementAgreementAgreementAgreement Standard of Living%    Parenting%Standard of Living%    Parenting%Standard of Living%    Parenting%Standard of Living%    Parenting%

� Both expect it

� will not be worse 13.8% 16.4%

� Both expect it

� will be worse 39.7% 45.7%

� Mother expects worse,

� father does not 32.1% 14.5%

� Father expects worse,

� mother does not 14.4% 23.4%

� Total= 100 % 100%

Socioeconomic Status 

Men vs. Women 
� While women typically undergo marked 

declines in income and measures of economic 

status, men undergo minimal income loss and 

even experience improvements in family size-

adjusted measures of economic status 

� Predisruption economic status, educational 

attainment, and weeks worked are each 

associated with higher levels of per capita 

income after marital disruption for both men 

and women. 

� Women’s economic disadvantage after divorce 

stems from their responsibilities towards 

their children. 

 Married Mothers’ and Fathers’ Expectations About Standard of 
Living and Parenting if They Were to Divorce    
Expectation Expectation Expectation Expectation         Mothers (%)Mothers (%)Mothers (%)Mothers (%)        Fathers (%)Fathers (%)Fathers (%)Fathers (%) 
Standard of living 
Much better    .4   1.7 
Better     3.8   8.4 
Same      24.1   35.7 
Worse     46.8   42.1 
Much worse    24.9   12.1 
M      3.92   3.54a 
% worse or much worse  71.8   54.1a 

Emotional Well Being Post 

Divorce

� Father-child contact has been 

associated with the ongoing payment 

of child support, which is vital to the 

overall well-being of children.

� Factors that contribute to father 

well-being post divorce: age, time since 

divorce, education, role clarity, 

intimate relationship (post-divorce), 

encouragement from others, income, 

custody arrangement, and role 

satisfaction. 

� “Whatever the cause of the growing 

divorce rate—the anxieties in our world, a 

society of rootlessness and increasing 

mobility, an erosion of the moral 

absolute—divorce produces not only 

broken homes but broken lives.  It erodes 

the very foundation of our society, the 

family…Society is paying an almost 

intolerable price for this breakdown of 

family life—in terms both of human misery 

and of public financial resources.”

http://www.library.ca.gov/crb/98/04/st

ateground.pdf
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